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"The Twister" is a neck-jarring, spine-torturing submission hold refined and mastered by Brazilian

Jiu-Jitsu superstar Eddie Bravo.Early in his jiu-jitsu career, Eddie Bravo dominated dozens of

jiu-jitsu competitions with this unorthodox move. When the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu Federation banned his

trademark move, he proved the effectiveness of his entire grappling style by defeating the legendary

Royler Gracie without "The Twister".In Mastering the Twister: Jiu-Jitsu for Mixed Martial Arts

Competition, Bravo uses over 1,200 color photos and descriptive narrative to illustrate snaring an

opponent in the infamous Twister from virtually every control position. Also revealed is the entire

Twister Side Control game, dozens of submissions from the mount, numerous routes to take your

opponent's back, highly effective ways to pass your opponent's guard, and the secrets of "The

Truck", Bravo's patented control position.
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"Eddie Bravo's approach to jiu-jitsu is so unusual and innovated that it's literally a completely

separate branch off the jiu-jitsu tree. And it's not just different; it's actually better. Much

better."&#8212'Joe Rogan, UFC commentator and host of NBC's 'Fear Factor'

Eddie Bravo is the world-renowned jiu-jitsu practitioner who submitted the legendary Royler Gracie

in the most prestigious jiu-jitsu competition in the world. The owner of Tenth Planet Jiu-Jitsu in

Hollywood, California, he is also the author of Jiu-Jitsu Unleashed.Erich Krauss is a professional



Muay Thai kickboxer who has trained and competed in Thailand. He is the author of fifteen

books.Glen Cordoza is a professional mixed martial arts fighter and co-author of Muay Thai

Unleashed: Technique and Strategy of Thailand's Warrior Elite.

Eddie Bravo's success, to me, closely parallels that of Royce Gracie in UFC, in that they were both

successful in finding a powerful niche. Royce was able to exploit an area largely neglected by other

disciplines--ground submission grappling--and beat bigger and more atheletic opponents. Eddie,

likewise, was able to find his niche in a position--half-guard--that other BJJ practitioners avoided or

did not focus on. Having watched his celebrated match with Royler a few times, it is my opinion his

victory actually is more attributable to his half-guard skills, which frustrated Royler into being

careless, than his rubber guard. Certainly, without his half guard, Eddie would have been mounted

within a minute into the match.The half guard portion of this book is truly remarkable. The moves not

only work, but have already become classics. Even if you have no interest in becoming a half-guard

expert like Eddie, you should become familiar with those moves because you will be defending

against them sometime in your grappling career. The fact that Eddie was able to hold off someone

like Royler in his half guard for five minutes should tell you how effective the moves can be if you

are unfamiliar with them. My recommendation is this book is a definite buy just for the half-guard

materials alone.I am less enthused about his rubber guard. The rubber guard is a decent way to

hold off an opponent and create some breathing room but I don't think it is revolutionary. Eddie has

made conflicting statements on the issue, on one hand advertising the guard as being revolutionary

but on the other hand admitting that rubber guard, like all guards, is inherently risky and ineffective.

It seems somewhat more effective in no-gi, but that is not surpring because it was designed for

no-gi. Regardless, I think it definitely belongs in the "good to know" category, so you can defend

against it, even if you are not interested in using it. If you are interested in learning about the rubber

guard, then certainly I can think of no better authority than its creator.The book as a whole is easy to

read, with color photographs that makes it easy to distinguish the limbs of the practitioners. It even

has a flow chart. Overall, one of the best executed martial arts books I came across.As an aside, I

am a bit astounded by other reviewers' focus on the book's preface. Certainly, Eddie advocates the

use of marijuana but I am not sure why this seems to offend many. He sincerely and strongly

believes that marijuana improves his BJJ game. Then it would seem only natural that he would

recommend its use. It's his book and he can say whatever he wants to, just as a reader is free to

disregard or rip out those sections. I certainly do not think his belief on the issue affects the content

of the book in any negative way (except for the funky names). I think the issue should not be given



much thought.

Do not mind the first pages with the cannabis activism. Skip them completely and....there you

are...A new way to think and act with your body.It is not only the nice techniques presented in that

book, is that it challenges you to start thinking outside the box. This way I decided to start

experimenting with whatever I was taught (and not only with the techniques of Eddie Bravo but with

all the BJJ techniques) and thus enhancing my game.P.S. One very useful part is the chapter

troubleshooting the moves described in the previous chapters where it demonstrates the counter or

additional moves you have to do when your opponent has a very tight defense.P.S. It helped also

my Gi game although is no-gi oriented.P.S. I am a short and further-weight fighter (165cm, 60Kgs)

and I find that the rubber guard is quite useful when fighting heavier people (almost everybody in my

gym). It allows me to hold their heads and neck down and not allowing them taking a posture far

away of my reach (my arms are comparable short since I am only 165 cm) that limit my choices of

attacks.

MY PERSPECTIVEFirst let me say that this book and it's predecessor "Mastering the Rubber

Guard" have totally changed my game. I always disliked grappling because the moves never

worked well for shorter guys like me. I only practiced grappling to supplement my stand up fighting,

because I disliked it so much. I did Shooto and BJJ, but I was always very "blah" about it. But now, I

love grappling, and I have the excitement of learning something new every time I experiment with

the moves in Bravo's books. And most importantly... these moves actually work.ABOUT THE

BOOKWhile the first book was Bravo's bottom position game (guard, half guard, "pyramid") this

book is his top game (mount, side control, and back). Like the first book, this book shows each

move in step by step detail with full color photos taken from two angles. Also like the first book, he

teaches all of the moves in a flowing sequence so you can get a good idea of how transition from

move to move. Also like the first book, the first portion is dedicated to his childhood and his love of

drugs. If this bothers you, then just flip through the first several pages until you see pictures of guys

doing ju jutsu. Or, just rip out the first section entirely and throw it away. You'll still be left with

exactly what you were looking for; a ju jutsu book that has a ton of great info and is worth every

penny you paid for it.PROS AND CONSIf you are new to BJJ or a hardcore gi lover, then you'll find

this book to be chock full of great material. You'll probably see setups that are a little bit complicated

for you, positions you've never even imagined, and some basic no-gi strategy that probably no one

but the advanced students in your school know about.On the flip side, intermediate students and gi



haters will find themselves frequently skipping over setups and no gi strategies that they are already

very familiar with.Personally, I like that the book has a lot of subtle strategies and techniques, and

I'm sure that I'll return to this book again and again every time I can't quite figure out what I'm doing

wrong. However, I was dissapointed that this book didn't have the same "wow" factor as the first

one. Maybe if I had read this book first and the other one after, then I would feel the opposite way;

I'm not sure. But after reading the rubber guard book, I didn't feel that Bravo's top game was quite

as Earth-shattering as his bottom game.That being said, I still feel that this book is full of great info

and absolutely necessary to complete the system that Bravo began to lay out in his first book. The

quality of the paper, photos, and writing EASILY makes this the best martial arts book I've ever seen

(much less the best BJJ book out there). And I think that if you don't buy this book, then you are

truly missing out on a whole new world in grappling.
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